Appendix B  new consumer journey (section 4.24.3)
The screenshots are for illustrative purposes only, and to gain feedback on early designs of the consumer journey
for the new tool. The detail, including text and data, is provided as an example and the final design of the tool will
reflect the decisions regarding what information will be included in the tool. Please note that there are no illustrations
provided for the alternative scoring system (see appendix D). Once development begins on the tool, designs will
change and stakeholders will be given an opportunity to view and test these.

Energy supplier comparison tool  front page
The front page of the tool will be accessed on the Citizens Advice website. Image 1 shows the type of information
the front page of the tool may show, including a list of suppliers ranked from highest to lowest performance, supplier
performance against each individual metric and an overall performance rating. Image 2 and 3 are examples of
additional features that could be included e.g. how a supplier's performance has changed between quarters (image
2) and how the highest or average ranking performance could be displayed (image 3).
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Performance against individual metrics
On the front page of the tool there will be tabs for each individual metric, containing further information about the
metrics. Image 4 gives an example of the additional complaints metric information. The information provided for
each metric may differ.
Image 4

Supplier service information
On the front page of the tool users will be able to view other service information, including range of contact channels
and opening hours, frequency and range of billing options. This information will be provided for all domestic
suppliers, so not only those given performance metrics and an overall performance rating. Image 5 provides an
example of how this information may be presented.
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Citizens Advice price comparison tool
It is proposed that the supplier overall performance rating would be displayed on the results page of the Citizens
Advice price comparison tool. For the 17 suppliers with a customer base of over 150,000 an overall rating would be
shown. For suppliers out of scope for an overall rating in the first release of the tool an alternative message would be
shown to indicate that additional service information is available, and where applicable if a supplier has a complaints
ranking or is signed up to the switching guarantee and/or billing code. In both cases we propose that a user could
click on the rating or alternative message and be directed back to the Citizens Advice website.
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